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Abstract
A variant is proposed of the preference-based semantics for nonmonotonic
logics that was originally considered by Shoham (1987,1988). In this variant it
is not assumed that preferences between standard models are aggregated into
one preference order. This allows the capturing of all main nonmonotonic
formalisms, including Default Logic of Reiter (1980). The preferential models
introduced in this paper are motivated from an epistemic point of view, and are

therefore called epistemic preference models. The consequence operations
induced by epistemic preference models are characterized. Further, the view is
defended that the rationality of cumulative monotonicity does not imply that
nonmonotonic logics have to be cumulative, but only that a rational agent
should not believe a set of default rules that induces a noncumulative consequence operation.

*

This is an extended version of a paper that appears in the Proceedings of the 13th

International Joint Conference on Artificial Inteligence (IJCAI-93). The investigations were
supported by the Foundation for Philosophical Research (SWON), which is subsidized by the
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1 Introduction
Shoham (1987,1988) introduces preferential semantics as a possible unifying
framework for all nonmonotonic logics. In that framework, a nonmonotonic
logic is reduced to a standard logic plus a preference order on the models of that
standard logic, and nonmonotonic entailment is considered to be preferential
entailment, where F preferentially entails (p iff (p is true in every model M such
that (1) F is true in M and (2) IF has no model M' which is preferred to M.

In this paper we propose a variant of Shoham's framework which is
epistemically motivated and uses (not necessarily transitive) preference relations

between sets of models of a standard logic. From a technical point of view,
considering sets of standard models is not an essential generalization, since sets

of models of a standard logic L induce a partial variant of L, which is again
standard. However, using arbitrary preference relations instead of preference
orders is essential, since it allows more freedom to ,express preferences.

A consequence of the additional freedom is that in our approach Default
Logic (DL) of Reiter (1980), which is one of the most important nonmonotonic
formalisms, can be given a preference-based semantics, whereas in Shoham's
original approach this turned out to be difficult, if not impossible. However,
our relaxation of the constraints on preference-based semantics is not an ad hoc

move solely motivated by the need to capture DL, but it follows from our
interpretation of the preference relation.

We interpret the preferences between. (sets of) models as epistemic
preferences (of an ideally rational agent) between world descriptions. Since an

agent usually has only partial information about the world, epistemic
preferences are most naturally captured by preferences between sets of models,
where the sets of models correspond to partial world descriptions. In our view,
an agent has in general epistemic preferences of different kinds, which and not
always easily combined into one preference order. For example, an agent may

have preferences induced by factual 'information, induced by default
information, or induced, by lack of information:

EXAMPLE 1.1 Consider an agent with the following beliefs: (1) Typically, it
does not rain in California, (2) It now rains in California. On account of belief
(1), the agent prefers world descriptions in which it does not rain in California.
However, this default preference is overridden by the preference induced by the
factual belief (2) that it does rain. Since the agent does not have any (factual or

default) beliefs about the weather conditions in Kansas, he prefers world
descriptions which leave undecided the question whether it rains in Kansas.
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In out analysis of the situation, an agent has a preference for the less
specific or more ignorant world descriptions, unless there is some (default or
factual) information to the contrary. This leads us to consider the lexicographic
aggregation of strict partial orders, which itself is in general not a strict partial
order,
DEFINITION 1:2 Let >I and >2 be two asymmetric (preference)relations. The
lexicographic, aggregation of >I and >2 is the relation X(> 1,>2) =def > 1 U

(- I n > 2), where x "' 1 Y bdef not x > I y and not y > I x. In other words,
(x,y) E X(> 1,>2) iffy is 1-preferred to x, or x and y are 1-indifferent and y is
2-preferred to x:
It is easy to construct an example showing that the lexicograhic aggregation

of two strict partial orders is itself not necessarily transitive. A few more
properties of the lexicographic aggregation can be found in Voorbraak (1993).

Requiring the aggregated preferences of an agent to form a strict partial
order should in our opinion be considered to be a rationality requirement on the
(default and factual) beliefs of the agent and should not be interpreted as a
requirement on nonmonotonic logic. Similar remarks hold for the smoothness
condition of Kraus et al. (1990), the boundedness condition of Makinson
(1989), etcetera. We return to this issue in some detail.
Since we'use preference relations to denote preferences of an ideally rational

agent between sets .of models corresponding to,partial world descriptions, it
follows that the preference relations should not distinguish sets of models that
correspond to the game world description, i.e., that validate the same set of

formulas of the language under consideration. Instead of imposing this
constraint on the preference relations, we will divide out the indistinguishability

relation. In other words, if 2L is the language of the standard logic L and
MODL is the class of L-models, then the preference relation is defined on {.M,
c MODL I for some E C -L, .M = [M I M = L 1)). Hence each relevant set AUt

of L-models is characterized by some subset of EL. Equivalently, one can
define the preferences on (I c -TL I CnL(E) = E}, the set of L-theories.
'In Kraus et al. (1990) a state is merely labelled and not identified with a set

of worlds. We take a similar position in Voorbraak (1992), but there we
describe the same (epistemic) states in different formal languages, whereas in
this chapter we restrict ourselves to a single language, viz. _YL, which makes it
reasonable to identify objects which cannot be distinguished in that language. In
Kraus et al. (1990, p. 181) it is claimed that the additional freedom obtained by
not identifying states with the same label is vital for their representation theorem,
of cumulative consequence relations. However, this is not true, since in the,
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cumulative model constructed on p., 185 of Kraus et..al. (1990) the states with
the same label are in fact identified.

2 Epistemic preference models
Before we give the formal definition of our models for preferential entailment,
we introduce some notation. Throughout this paper, L denotes some standard
logic with language 2L, consequence relation L, and consequence operation
CnL. MODL is the set of models of L and L,h denotes the hypervaluation
consequence relation defined as follows: for any set At c MODL, .M =L,h tP iff
for all M E A, M L=cp. (Hypervaluation consequence is introduced in
Voorbraak (1991) and some of its properties are studied in Voorbraak (1993).)
DEFINITION 2.1 For any .M c MODL, ThL(.Art) denotes the L-theory of ./u, i.e.,
the set { cp E 2L I Jft = L,h tp 1. For any E C- 2L, ModL(E) =def { M E MODL I
M = L 11. For any .M, c MODL, we define .M+ =def { M E MODL I for every (p

E Th(,M.), M=L tP 1. Further, the set of world descriptions of L, WDL =def
{ ModL(E) I E Q -YL } The subscript L will often be omitted when confusion is
unlikely to occur.

The following proposition lists. some properties of the introduced notions.
The (straightforward) proofs are omitted.
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let L be a standard logic, E C- -YL, and .M, c MODL.
(i) E c ThL(.M,) iff Art c. ModL(E)*

(ii) ThL(ModL(E)) = CnL(E)
(iii) ModL(ThL(J)) = .M,+
(iv) If CnL(E) = ThL(At), then ModL(E) = .M.+
(v) For every .M E WDL, At =

.

At+.

The notion of ,M+ and its notation derive from Levesque (1.990). He shows

that At+ is a maximal set of L-models, in the sense that there is no proper
superset of ,M+ which is equivalent to ,AA,+, and that .AA,+ is the unique maximal

set of L-models equivalent to At.
We call our models for preferential entailment epistemic preference models,

in order to distinguish them from several other models proposed in the
literature, and in order to emphasize that we explicitly assumed the preference
relation to express. preferences between epistemic (belief) states.
* It follows that the pair (ModL,ThL) is a Galois connection between the ordered sets 91GTO
and O'(MODL).
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DEFTNrrIoN 2.3 Let L be a standard logic. An epistemic preference model (for
L) is a triple
where >is an irreflexive relation on the set of world
descriptions WDL, and = is the satisfaction relation = L,h restricted to
WDLXEL.
DEFINITION 2.4 Let (WDL,>,=) be an epistemic preference model.
(i) . it E WD L preferentially satisfies (p, notation A = L,> (p, iff At = L (p and
for all .N < At, ,N (p.
(ii) (p is a preferential consequence of 17, notation r=-L,> (p, iff for -all ,tit E

WDL, At = L,> t implies .M. =

(p.

We write CnL,> (r) for J (p E YL I r

L,> T1 -and we sometimes omit the
subscript L if it is clear which standard logic is used.
Notice that an epistemic preference model is determined by the standard
logic L and the preference relation > on WDL. Before we characterize the
preferential consequence operation Cn> of epistemic preference models we
make some general comments on the different preferential semantics and we
show that DL can be captured in epistemic preferential semantics.

Epistemic preference models have a status quite similar to the one of
possible worlds models in modal logic, since they can be enriched by adding
further conditions on >. An obvious condition is transitivity. To give another
example, an epistemic preference model (WDL,>,=) is called proper iff set

inclusion is contained in >u

i.e., for all .M,,.N E WDL, JR c .N implies At
.N or .M, - .N. Proper epistemic preference models implement the intuition
that a rational agent should not be indifferent with respect to epistemic states At

and Xif AcX.
For comparison, we also provide here the definitions of the models for
preferential entailment that were proposed by Shoham (1987), Makinson
(1989), and Kraus et al. (1990).
DEFINITION 2.5 Let L be a standard logic. A Shoham model (for L) is a triple

where > is a strict partial order 'on MODL and

L is the

satisfaction relation 'of L."

DEFINITION 2.6 Let L be a standard logic. A Makinson model (for L) is a triple
where T2 is an arbitrary set, > is a binary relation on 9Y, and = an

arbitrary satisfaction relation c 1Zx.TL. A Makinson model will be called Lfaithful iff for every .M, e 9JZ the set {(p E EL I At = (p} is closed under CnL:
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DEFINITION 2.7 Let L be a standard logic. A KLM model (for L) is a quadruple

where S is an arbitrary collection of states, f : S - 91(MODL) is a
labelling function, > is a binary relation on S, and, t c Sx-TL is defined as
follows: for all s E S and for all cp E 2L, s = cp iff f(s) =L,b cp.

Preferential entailment on Shoham models, on Makinson models, and on
KLM models is defined completely analogous to 2.4.
It is easy to see that any epistemic preference model and any Shoham model
is a (L-faithful) Makinson model and is equivalent to a KLM model. The
precise relation between Makinson models and KLM models is determined in
Dix and Makinson (1992). From a technical point of view, Makinson models or
KLM models are perhaps the obvious choice for basic preference models.
However, since often epistemic intuitions are used to informally justify the
preferential models, it is advisable to take these intuitions serious and consider
preferences between "real" epistemic states, as is done in epistemic preference

models. Proposition 2.8 below shows that (proper) epistemic preference
models are at least as general as Shoham models.
PROPOSITION 2.8 For any Shoham model (MODL ,>, L),there exists a proper

epistemic preference model (WDL,>',t) such that CnL,> = CnL,> .

Proof. Let (MODL,>,tL) be a Shoham model. Define >'c WDLXWDL as
A,(>,c), where > is the irreflexive version of >_ =def { (JUt,Mod(CnL,>(Th(At))))

I jtt E WDL), and c is proper set-inclusion. Then (WDL,>',t) is a proper
epistemic preference model whose preferential consequence operator CnL,>'
coincides with CnL,>, since ..M. t >, E iff .M = Mod(CnL,>(Th(Mod(E)))).
(For any other iK such that . it t E, .M, >' Mod(Z).)
It follows that all nonmonotonic logics treated in Shoham (1987,1988) can
also be captured in our approach. This includes predicate circumscription of
McCarthy (1980), the minimal knowledge logic of Halpern and Moses (1985),
and some variants of DL, but not DL itself. Also, it is shown in Voorbraak
(1993) that NML (nonmonotonic modal logic) of McDermott (1982) can be
captured by means of epistemic preference models. AEL (autpepistemic logic)
of Moore (1984,1985) is a special case of NML.
Of course, proposition 2.8 does not provide a very satisfactory translationof Shoham models into epistemic preference models. One would like to have a

more direct relation between >' and >: However, instead of pursuing the
matter of the relation between the two kinds of models, we concentrate on
showing how DL can be captured by epistemic preference models.
I
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J. .Preference-based Semantics for Default Logic
We assume familiarity with Default Logic (DL). (See Reiter (1980) or almost
any introduction to nonmonotonic reasoning.) For convenience, we repeat some
conventions and notation.
The underlying standard logic L is assumed to be ordinary first-order logic.
A default rule (or simply a default) is an expression of the form a : R1 +Rn /
o (n >_ 1), where a (the prerequisite), li,...,(3n (the justifications), and Co (the
conclusion) are first-order formulas. Without loss of generality,, we assume
these formulas to be closed. A default theory is a pair 26 _ (D,T), where D is a
set of defaults and r c -L. An extension of a default theory (D,I') is a set of
formulas which is intended to represent a reasonable state of belief based on the
defaults in D and on the propositions in IF.
DEFIN'I'TION 3.1 An extension of the default theory (D,I') is a fixed point of the

function f : 9.T - 9X given by: f(E) is the smallest set such that
D1

D2
D3

I,f(E)
Th(f(E)) = f(E)
If a : 031,...,Rn / CO E D, a E f(Z) and for all i E { 1,..,n}, - of a E,
then co c- f(l).
Our preferential semantics for DL is closely related to the semantics for DL

given in Etherington (1988), which associates a preference relation to each
default rule as follows:
DEFINITION 3.2 Let S = a : 131,..,(3n / co be a default and let 9 be a set of firstorder models. The preference relation >g corresponding to S over P is
defined as follows: (.tit, X F= 95V)
,N >8 .tit iff Every model M E .N is a model of a,
for all i c- { 1,..,n}, there exists a model Mi e .N' of Ri,
and At =.N- {M c- .N I M r- Co} #,N.

Intuitively,' .N >g . t means that on account of 8 the (partial) worlddescription .tit is preferred to the (partial) world-description .N.* The preference

relation corresponding to a finite set of defaults D is simply the transitive
closure of the union of the preference relations corresponding to the elements of
D. For the general case, we need a slightly more complicated definition. The
definition given below is perhaps rather ad hoc, but it serves our purpose.
* We have changed some of Etherington's notation and terminology to obtain consistency
with respect to the conventions used in preferential semantics.
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DEFINITION 3.3 Let D be a set of defaults and let TZ be a set of models.
(i) The preference -relation corresponding to D, >D, over J'Z is defined as

follows: .N >D . t iff there exist 81,52,... E D and .N0,.N1,.N2,... cX12
such that .N = .No >Si .1 >62 f2 >83 . , and At = nXi.
(ii) For any default theory 2b(D,I7), >c denotes the relation >D defined over
J(Mod(F)), where Mod(F) is the set of first-order, models of F.
If 26 is normal, then its extensions correspond to the minimal elements. of

>%.. This correspondence is essentially obtained in Lukaszewicz (1985).
Etherington (1988) generalizes the result to arbitrary default theories as follows:.

DEFINITION 3.4 Let 9 = (D,I') be a default theory..M c Mod(IF) is called 26 stable iff there exists a D' c D such that .M, <_D' Mod(F) and At contains a model
for every justification (3 of every default of D'.
PROPOSITION 3.5 (Etherington (1988)) Let a = (D,1) be a default theory.
(i) If E is an extension of ), then Mod(E) is >2-minimal and 26-stable.
(ii) If .ilit is a-stable and >g-minimal, then { (p I VM E .1i M i (p }

extension of 2.

is an

.

The preferential semantics for DL will be given in two. stages. Before the
models corresponding to sets of defaults are given, we first define preference
models for default theories. Notice that for any default theory 26 it is trivial to

give a preferential model

) such that the >-minimal elements

correspond to the extensions of 26. (Just define ,M > .N iff .N is an extension
and At is not.) Our preferential models are slightly less trivial, since they are
intended to help us towards a preferential semantics for sets of defaults. The
preference relation associated with a default theory a is a variant of the relation
>,2, defined in 3.3(ii). This variant is obtained by adding a check for 26-stability
to the relation >9.
I

DEFINITION 3.6 Let 26 = (D,I') be a default theory. The epistemic preference
model associated with 9 is the model (WDL,>2,--), where >a = X(>01,>26)
and >p is defined as follows: .N >o .M iff ./1A. = 0 # .N and there is no ,>minimal and 26-stable .N' <-,2 X. To avoid stacked subscripts, we write --a and
Cn26 instead of -- >26 and Cn>g.

PROPOSITION. 3.7 Let 26 = (D,r) be a default theory and (WDL,>V=) its
associated epistemic preference model.
(i) If E is an extension of 2b, then Mod(E). -- a E. ,' .µ
..
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(ii) If .tit # 0 is >a-minimal, then Th(A) is a consistent extension of 26.

(iii) If 0 is the only >g-minimal element, then 26 has no consistent extension.
(iv) Cna(f) = ( {E I E is an extension of 2 }.

(v) For any 0 e -YL, Cng(0) =r {E I E is anextension of 2band 0 c El.
Proof. (i) If E is an extension of 26, there it follows from proposition 3.5 that
Mod(E) is >c2-minimal, and thus also >a-minimal. Since Mod(E) = E, we

have Mod(E) is E.
(ii) If t is >9-minimal and j K # 0, then .M, is >c-minimal and 26 -stable.
Hence, by proposition 3.5, Th(. t) is an extension of 9. Since At # 0, this
.

extension is consistent.
(iii) If E is a consistent extension of 21, then Mod(E) # 0 is >q-minimal.
(iv) is a special case of (v), since for any extension E of 26, T c E.
(v) Assume <p E Cng(0) and let E be. an extension of 2 such that 0 e E. Then,
as in (i), Mod(E) is >g-minimal. Since Mod(E) = 0, we have Mod(E) =q A.
Hence Mod(E) = cp, and thus tp E E. On the other hand, assume cp 0 Cna(A).
Then for some Ut, .M, =a 0 and .M t;e cp. By (ii), Th(.t) is an extension of 9.
Since cp- e

and 0 c Th(.t), (p e ( {E I E is an extension of 26 such that

0 c E}.
Notice that 0 being the only preferred model corresponds to 26 having an
inconsistent extension or having no extension at all. The collapse of these cases

can be defended by pointing out that both are boundary cases added for
technical convenience, rather than representations of belief states of truly
rational agents. (In both cases a rational agent would have to revise his belief
state.)
An immediate corollary of proposition 3.7(v) is the monotonicity of Cng.

Hence as long as one keeps the default theory constant, the reasoning is
monotonic. Default consequence is nonmonotonic because (the facts of) default
theories are updated in the light of new information. To capture this in -terms of

preferential semantics, we need preference models associated with sets of
defaults. The preference relation for such a model will be more or less a global
version of the relation used for a default theory.

DEFINITION 3.8 Let D be a set of defaults. The epistemic preference model
associated with D is the model (WDL,>D,=), where >D = 2 (>D,c) and >D is

defined as follows:

.N '> D .M,

iff .N > (D,Th(.N)) A. To avoid stacked

subscripts, we write =D and CnD instead of =>D and Cn>D.

PROPOSITION 3.9 Let D be a set of defaults and (WDL,>D,=) its associated
epistemic preference model. Then CnD(r)-= rl{'E I E is an extension of (D,I')}.
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Proof. Assume (p E CnD(r), or in other words, for any .M, Ee WDL, .,ft =Dr
implies At = 9. Let E be an extension of (D,r). Then Mod(E) = r. Now
suppose that for some At E WDL, Mod(E) >D At and At = r. Then either (1)
Mod(E) >(D,Th(Mod(E))) At, or (2) Mod(E) c .M, and Mod(E) 1 (D,Th(AA)) At.
From (1) it follows that Mod(E) > (D,E) JR, which contradicts the fact that E is

an extension of (D,E). (2) also leads to a contradiction, since any sequence of
defaults 81,62,... of D which can be used to go from Mod(r) to Mod(E), can
also be used to go from At to Mod(E). (.Ait = IF guarantees the validity of the
necessary prerequisites, and Mod(E) c At insures that the relevant justifications
remain consistent.) But then Mod(E) <(D,m(.4t)) At. Hence Mod(E) 1D r, and
thus Mod(E) = (p. Therefore, for any extension E of (D,r), (p E E.
To show the other direction, assume (p E n { E 1 E is an extension. of (D,r) } .
Suppose At 1D T. Then At = r and -,3 .N <D A , ..N = F. It follows that
either (1) . t = Mod(T), or (2) Mod(r) >D A. In either case, .M, s 0 or .M is a
consistent extension of (D,r). Hence .M D (p, and cp. e CnD(r)..
In contrast to >g of 3.7, >D of 3.9 is in general not a strict partial order. In
fact, it can be shown that some sets of defaults cannot be captured by transitive
epistemic preference models. However, in Voorbraak (1991) it is proved that
transitive preference models can capture DL, provided the notion of preferred
model is strengthened as follows:
.M.

L;> F iff At L r,
for all X <.M.,JV WLr, and
for all J1 (.At c .M' c Mod(r) implies At < .N').

A similar result has been obtained independently by Lin and Shoham
(1992). As far as we. know, our preferential semantics for DL is the first one
that uses the original definition of preferred mode) (at the cost of allowing
intransitive preference relations).

4 Consequence operations of epistemic preference
models
In this, section we address the problem of characterizing the consequence
operations of epistemic preference models. Notice that we have defined the
intersection of extensions to represent the consequences of a default theory,
even though this intersection is not necessarily itself an extension. Indeed, we

prefer the sceptical interpretation of nonmonotonic logics. However, as a
compromise to the more brave or credulous authors, we introduce extension
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operations next to the nonmonotonic consequence operations. Let L denote an
arbitrary standard logic in the language 4.
`

DEFINITION 4.1 An extension operation 'Ext for L is a function O(YL) -4
9'0(2L)) satisfying the following three conditions:
(inclusion)
(i) If A E Ext(T), then r c A
(ii) If IF' E Ext(r) and IF c A c t', then ((Ext(A) c,F'
(cumulative transitivity)
(L-invariance)

(iii) Ext(l = Ext(CnL(I'))

DEFINITION 4.2 Cn is called a nonmonotonic consequence operation for L iff

for some extension operation Ext for L, for all t c 2L, Cn(T) = (Ext(f).
Notice the explicit reference to the underlying standard logic in definition
4. 1. For nonmonotonic logics formulated without an underlying standard logic,
one can assume L to be trivial in the sense that for all IF, CnL(F) = f. In that

case, L-invariance trivially holds. We do not claim that L-invariance is
reasonable for all nonmonotonic logics, but the condition seems inevitable for
nonmonotonic reasoning of ideally rational agents, since they are able to draw
all standard consequences of the premises.

Extension operations will be called equivalent iff they induce the same
consequence operation. It is easy to see that for every extension operation Ext
there exists an equivalent Ext' such that for all F C_ -TL, Ext'(f) # a. (Just
replace all values 0 with {sL}.) We will not distinguish between having no
extensions and having only the inconsistent extension (since in both situations
the belief state is inconsistent), and we simply assume from now on that only
non-empty sets are in the range of extension operations.
In the following proposition some properties of nonmonotonic consequence
operations for L are listed.
PROPOSITION 4.3 Let Cn be a nonmonotonic consequence operation. for L.
(inclusion)
(i) For all t c -TL; t c Cn(r)

(ii) For all F';A C_ 2L, if r c A c Cn(F), then Cn(A) c Cn(I')
(iii) For all IF c EL, Cn(I') = Cn(CnL(F ))
(iv) For all f c -TL, Cn(F) = Cn(Cn(F))
(v) For all IF C_ TL, Cn(F) = CnL(Cn(I'))
(vi) For all IF CC A, CnL(F) c Cn(F)

(cumulative transitivity)
(L-invariance)
(idempotency).

Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) follow immediately from their corresponding conditions,
on Ext: mentioned in definition 4. 1. Idempotency (iv) follows from inclusion

1:°

and cumulative transitivity. (Apply cumulative transitivity for A = Cn(r).)
Property (v) follows from inclusion for CnL and the fact that CnL(Cn(r)) Coil
Cn(CnL(Cn(T))) =(iii) Cn(Cn(f)) =(iv) Cn(r). To show (vi), notice that f c
Cn(T) implies CnL(T) C CnL(Cn(T)), and, by (v), Cn(f) = -CnL(Cn(f')). ;

,

Nonmonotonic consequence operations for L are in fact characterized by the
first three properties of 4.3.

PROPOSITION 4.4 Cn is a nonmonotonic consequence operation for L iff Cn
satisfies inclusion, cumulative transitivity, and L-invariance.
Proof. One half of the proposition already follows from 4.3. To show the other
half, let Cn satisfy inclusion, cumulative transitivity, and L-invariance. Define
as follows: for every T C L. Ext(T)
an operation Ext : e1'(TL) -4
= { Cn(f)). Then it is easy to verify that Ext is an extension operator and that

for every F C TL, Cn(f') = (lExt(n.

Thus far, we only considered properties of extension operations that
correspond to properties of consequence operations. However, in general,
extension operations give a more detailed description of a logic than
consequence operations, since different extension operations may correspond to
the same consequence operation. Let us mention some possible properties of

extension operations which have no counterparts formulated in terms of
consequence operations.

If T,A E Ext(E) and r c A, then r = A.
If r ,A E Ext(E), then r r ),A E Ext(E).

(no nesting)
(intersection)

The first property could perhaps be motivated by the intuition that a;rational

agent should decide between two (compatible) states of belief which mainly
differ in their degree of ignorance. The intersection property expresses the nonexistence of the multiple-extension problem for the logic at hand. For each
nonmonotonic consequence operation Cn, the extension operation Ext, defined
by Ext(T) =def {Cn(T)}, satisfies both no nesting and intersection, and the: thus
defined extension operation is the only one which satisfies both conditions,
since they together imply Ext(E) = { r)Ext(E) } .

j
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Extension operations are particularly suited for the abstract study of
credulous (or brave) nonmonotonic inference, but since we prefer the sceptical
interpretation of nonmonotonic inference, we do not pursue the independent

study of extension operations any further, and return to consequence
operations.

1.2'

It turns out that nonmonotonic consequence operations for L are exactly the
consequence operations of epistemic preference models for L.
PROPOSITION 4.5 Cn is a nonmonotonic consequence operation for L iff Cn =
Cn>, for some epistemic preference model (WDL,>, =),

Proof. Let (WDL,>,=) be an epistemic preference model. Since epistemic
preference models are Makinson models, it follows from observation 5 of
Makinson (1989) that Cn> satisfies inclusion and cumulative transitivity. Since
for any At E WDL, lt = E iff A = CnL(E), Cn> is L-faithful. To show the
other direction, assume Cn is a nonmonotonic consequence operation for L.
Define > = X(>,c),. where > is the asymmetric version of >_ = { (.N,.M.) I for

some E C 2L, ..N c Mod(E) and .M = Mod(Cn(E))}. Then Cn = Cn>, since
At -- > E iff for some A c E, At = Mod(Cn(A)) c Mod(Cn(E)).
Proposition 4.5 is also true if epistemic preference models are replaced by
L-faithful Makinson models.

5 Culnulativity and rationality
Gabbay (1985) introduces the notion of weakly monotonic, or cumulative,
consequence, which is characterized in Makinson (1989) and Kraus et al.
(1990) in terms of preferential models. We repeat Makinson's characterization
of cumulative consequence operations in terms of Makinson models.

DEFINITION 5.1 A cumulative consequence operation is a consequence
operation which satisfies inclusion (I, c Cn(r)), idempotency (Cn(I') =

Cn(Cn(r))), and cumulative monotonicity (r c A c Cn(r)

=*

Cn(r) c

Cn(A)).
DEFINITION 5.2 A Makinson model
is called stoppered iff for all r.c
EL and for all At -E X?, .it = r implies At = > IF or 3.N < At .N r> IF.

PROPOSITION 5.3 (Makinson (1989)) Cn. is a cumulative consequence operation

iff Cn = Cn>, for some stoppered Makinson model

Below we show that this result readily generalizes to a characterization of
cumulative consequence relations for L in terms of L-faithful Makinson models

(see- proposition 5.6) or in. terms of epistemic preference models (see
proposition 5.8),.
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DEFINITION 5.4 An extension operation Ext for L is called cumulative iff it
satisfies the following condition of cumulative monotonicity*: If F' c= Ext(r),

A' E Ext(A) and r c A c r', then A' e Ext(r). In other words, if r' e
Ext(r) and IF c A c r', then Ext(A) c Ext(r). A cumulative consequence
operation for L is a nonmonotonic consequence operation induced by a
cumulative extension operation for L.
PROPOSITION 5.5 Cumulative consequence operations for L are characterized

by inclusion, cumulative transitivity, L-invariance, and the property of
cumulative monotonicity for consequence operations (r c A.c Cn(r) ==> Cn(r)
c Cn(A).)
Proof. Let Ext be a cumulative extension operator for L and let Cn(r) =
r1Ext(r). Then, by proposition 4.3, the operator Cn satisfies inclusion,
cumulative transitivity, and L-invariance. To show that Cn satisfies cumulative

monotonicity, assume r c A c Cn(r). Then r c.A c nExt(r). Hence for
some r' E Ext(r), r c A c F. Therefore, Ext(A) c Ext(r), and Cn(r) _
r1Ext(r) c r1Ext(A) = Cn(A). To show the other direction, let Cn : P(AL) O' GTL), and define Ext(r) = { Cn(r) }:, In the previous section we noted that

inclusion, cumulative transitivity, and L-invariance for Cn imply these
properties for Ext. So we only have to show that additionally assuming
cumulative monotonicity for Cn, implies this property for Ext. Let F e Ext(r),

A' e Ext(A) and IF c A c r'. Then r'=; Cn(r), A'= Cn(A) and IF c.0 c r'.
Hence, by cumulative. monotonicity and cumulative transitivity, Cn(r) = Cn(A)

and thus r'= d'. Since FE Ext(r), it follows that A' E Ext(r).
PROPOSITION 5.6 Cn is a cumulative consequence operation for L iff Cn. _
Cn>, for some stoppered L-faithful Makinson model
Proof. It is shown in Makinson (1989) that for any stoppered Makinson model

Cn> satisfies. inclusion, cumulative transitivity and cumulative
monotonicity. It is clear that Cn>, satisfies L-invariance whenever (V2,>,=) is
L-faithful. That any cumulative consequence operation for L is Cn>, for some
stoppered L-faithful Makinson model
follows from proposition 5.8
below, since stoppered epistemic preference models, are stoppered L-faithful
Makinson models.

* Notice that we use the same name for a different, though closely related, condition on
consequence operations, namely r c 0 c Cn(r) =* Cn(r) c Cn(A).
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Since epistemic preference models are a special kind of Makinson models,

definition 5.2 also defines stoppered epistemic preference models. The
following proposition gives a slightly different characterization of these models.
PROPOSITION 5.7 An epistemic preference model

is stoppered iff
for every .tit. E WDL each element of the set {,N E WDL I .N c t} is > some
-<-minimal element of that set.

Proof. The result follows immediately from the facts that (1) At E WDL iff At =
ModL(fl, for some IF c -TL and (2) for all .N` E WDL, ..N =- IF iff .N c At.

At first sight, the above characterization of being stoppered seems to be
much neater than definition 5.2, since no reference is made to the satisfaction
relation. (Notice that in modal logic interesting results are obtained by relating
modal formulas to frame properties, which do. not refer to the satisfaction
relations of the models.) However, as remarked before, an epistemic preference
model is completely determined by WDL and >. Hence the reference to = is
still implicitly present.
Cumulative consequence operations for L are not only characterized by

stoppered L-faithful Makinson models, but also by stoppered epistemic
preference models for L.

PROPOSITION 5.8 Let L be a standard logic. Cn is a cumulative consequence
operation for L iff Cn = Cn>, for some stoppered epistemic preference model
(WDL,>,=).

(WDL,>,*)Proof. The "if' part follows from the if ' part of proposition 5.6. For the only
if' part we proceed as in proposition 4.5. Let Cn be a cumulative consequence
operation for L. Define > = X (>,c), where > is the asymmetric version of >_ =
f (,NA) I for some E c 2L, .N c Mod(E) and
Mod(Cn(E))}. Then Cn =
Cn>, since At -- > L iff for some A c E, ,M, = Mod(Cn(0)) c Mod(Cn(E)). It
remains to show that
is stoppered. Assume .til -- t. Consider .N =
Mod(Cn(I)). Since At c Mod(IF) , either .M, > .N -- > F, or for some L C XL,
.N c Mod(E) and At = Mod(Cn(L)). From the second possibility we can

derive F c Cn(E) and E c Cn(I'), which for any cumulative consequence
operation Cn implies Cn(Z) = Cn(r). Hence we obtain either At > .N -- > F, or
A = ,N. Therefore,

is stoppered.

1

The obtained characterizations of consequence operations in terms of classes
of preference models are summarized in the picture below-
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Makinson models
stoppered

cumulative
consequence
operations

V

III

cumulative
consequence

II
epistemic preferenc
odels for L

operations for L
consequence

operations for L

L-faithful
Figure 5.1. Summary of obtained characterization results.
Cumulative consequence operations are characterized by the models in IVIIVV. Cumlative
consequence operations for L correspond to the models in IVII or the models in IuIIvIIIulV.
Consequence operations for L correspond to the models in I(uIII).

Cumulative monotonicity is considered to be a rationality requirement, and
there is a tendency to disqualify non-cumulative nonmonotonic logics, such as

DL. For example, in Brewka (1990) DL is modified to satisfy cumulative
monotonicity. However, we are not. prepared to conclude that the consequence

operation of a nonmonotonic logic has to be cumulative. First of all,
nonmonotonic logics might be used to formalize the reasoning of agents or

systems which are not ideally rational and which, for example, reason
nonmonotonically by "firing" default rules in appropriate circumstances.

Further, it cannot, be inferred from the rationality of cumulative
monotonicity that any nonmonotonic logic formalizing the nonmonotonic
reasoning of an ideally rational agent has to be cumulative. There is an analogy

here with consistency: Although an ideally rational agent only believes a
consistent set of formulas, we do not have to require that the logic L under
which the beliefs are closed is consistent in 'the sense that for all E C_ 2L,
CnL(E) * TL.* An inconsistent set E will be revised before it will become
accepted by a rational agent, and this revision process is not described by L, but
by operations as studied in G irdenfors (1988). Similarly, a rational agent will
revise his default beliefs if they do not give rise to rational preferences, and this

revision process does not have to be described by the nonmono onic
consequence operation.
In addition to cumulativity, there is another possible rationality requirement

on default beliefs and their induced nonmonotonic consequence operations,
* In fact, this requirement is inconsistent with the inclusion property,, satisfied by standard
logics.
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namely that Cn(t') is inconsistent only if IF is. Let us call an extension operation
Ext for L consistent iff for :all. IF C TL, if CnL(F) # `fit,, then Ext(I') { L } .
It is easy to see that consistent nonmonotonic consequence operations Cn for L

are characterized by the following condition: for all r c -YL, if CnL(r) # 2L,
then Cn(I') TL.
In general, it is of course not easy to guarantee that a set of default beliefs
induces a consistent consequence operation. However, there exist interesting
special cases for which simple sufficient conditions can be formulated. For
example, it is known that a default theory (D,F) has an inconsistent extension

iff the set r of facts is inconsistent. Hence every set D of defaults which
guarantees the existence of extensions, such as a set of normal defaults, induces
a consistent consequence operation.

Not every set of normal defaults induces a cumulative consequence
operation. For example, the set { : p / p, p v q : -,p / -,p }, which is used by
Makinson (1989) to show that default logic is not cumulative, consists of
normal defaults. But it is quite simple to revise a set of normal defaults into a set
that yields a cumulative consequence operation. Besnard (1989) proposes the
following translation of normal defaults into free defaults, i.e., defaults without
prerequisites: TrBeS(a : (3 / (3) _ : a D (3 / a D P. It is shown in the next section
that sets of thus obtained defaults induce a cumulative consequence operation.

However, since TrBes lacks a proper justification and gives rise to some
counterinuitive results, we also consider an alternative, more general translation
Trfree defined by Trfree((x: R1, ,Rn / C0) =def : aARl, ,aARn /(XD CO.
Unfortunately, Trfree does not necessarily revise a set of (normal) defaults
into a set which induces a cumulative consequence operation. But Trfree can be
motivated by a famous rationality property of preference relations that thus far

has received little or no attention in the literature on preferential semantics,
namely the sure-thing principle of Savage (1972), which is informally stated
thus:

If the person would not prefer f to g, either knowing that the event B
obtained, or knowing that the event -B obtained, then he does not prefer f
to g.
-Savage (1972, p. 21)

Another formulation of the principle is:

If f, g, and f', g' are such that:
1. in B, f agrees with g, and r agrees with g';
'2. in B, f agrees with r, and g agrees with g',

-

3.f5g;

then f < g'.

-Savage (1972, p. 23)
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A reasonable formalization of the. sure-thing principle in epistemic
preference models is given below.
DEFINITION 5.9 An epistemic preference model
is said to satisfy
the sure-thing principle iff for all world descriptions At, .M, .M,', ,N', such that
X c JJ'' and ,M, n .N > .tit' n ,N, it is the case that (At n JV) u (X'\.N) > (At'

n JJ') u ff'\X).
Let us give an informal justification of this formalization: Think of N5 as the

set of worlds of JV' in which B holds. At n .N and .M,' n ,N play the role of f
and g, respectively, and f and g' are translated as (At n fJ) t (JJ''V, ) and
(.M,' n X) u (.V'\.N), respectively. World-descriptions are said to, agree iff they
See also the picture in figure 5.2.
are equal and <_ is translated as
JV '

JJ'

Figure 5.2. Illustration of the sure-thing principle.
If U, n .N _- .M 'n ,N, then by the sure-thing principle it should also be the case that (.M, n

.N) u (NW) > (At' n ..) u (.

\.N).

However, just as we do not require the preference relation of an epistemic
preference model to be transitive, we do not require the epistemic preference
models to satisfy the sure-thing principle. We believe that this principle is best
applied at the level of the individual preferential criteria, which are aggregated
by the agent, into a preference relation. In Voorbraak (1993), it is shown that the
sure-thing principle allows the inference of a preference induced by a default S,
to the preference induced by Tr(S).
An obvious objection against Trfree and any other translation of defaults into
free defaults is that a rule like BIRD(TWEETY) : FLY(TWEETY) / FLY(TWEETY) is

supposed to "fire" only whenever it has become known that Tweety is a bird
and it is supposed to be ignored in all other cases. But this objection implicitly
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interprets DL as the logic of some agent or system for which computational
issues might matter, and not as the logic of an ideally rational agent.

The above suggests that an ideally rational agent should only believe free
defaults. Therefore, we consider it worthwhile to look at the properties of free
default theories in some detail. This is done in Voorbraak (1993).

6 Conclusion
A preference-based semantics for all main nonmonotonic. logics (including
Default Logic) can be given, provided one generalizes the framework originally
proposed by Shoham, and allows not necessarily transitive preference relations
between (sets of) models. This move can be epistemically motivated, since it is
reasonable to prefer less specific world-descriptions unless one has evidence

pointing towards more specific world-descriptions, and this results in a not
necessarily transitive preference relation. Therefore, the preference, models that
we introduce are called epistemic preference models.
The consequence operations induced by epistemic preference models are
called nonmonotonic consequence operations for L, where L is the underlying
standard logic. Nonmonotonic consequence operations for L are characterized

by the well-known properties inclusion and cumulative transitivity, together
with L-invariance (Cn(r) = Cn(CnL(T))). Completely analogous to a result of
Makinson (1989) it is shown that cumulative consequence operations for L are
characterized by stoppered epistemic preference models.
We argue that cumulativity can be interpreted as a rationality constraint, but

that this does not imply that noncumulative logics (such as Default Logic)
should be dismissed. We prefer to let cumulativity (and other rationality
principles) be a constraint on the set of defaults, that a rational agent should
believe. In this vein, we mention the close connection between defaults without
prerequisites (free defaults) and Savage's sure-thing principle, which has thus
far received little attention in the literature on nonmonotonic reasoning.
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